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IN THE COURT OF THE MOTOR ACCIDENT TRIBUNAL CASES CUM IX.ADDIITONAL 
DISTRICT JUDGE AT WANAPARTHY. 

 
Monday, the first day of June, 2020.  

Present:-Sri Boya Srinivasulu 
                           M.A.C.T-Cum-IX.Addl.District Judge. 

 
     M.V.O.P.No.31 of 2017. 
Between: 
1.Smt Jangam Padmamma W/o late Narsimulu aged 47 yrs, Occ: House wife (first wife) 
 
2.Smt Jangam Masamma W/o late Narsimulu aged 35 yrs, Occ: House wife (2nd wife) 
 
3.J.Madhu S/o late Narsimulu aged 22 yrs, Occ: Nil. 
 
4.J.Narsamma D/o Late Narsimulu  aged 19 yrs, Occ; nil. 
 
5.J.Navitha D/o late Narsimulu aged 15 yrs, Occ: Nil. 
 
6.J.Laxmi Narsimha S/o late Narsimulu aged 12 yrs, Occ: Nil. 
 
Petitioner No.5 is minor under the guardianship of her natural mother  petitioner No.1 
herein and petitioner No.6 is minor under the guardianship of his natural mother 
petitioner No.2 herein. 
All are R/o Jurala village of Atmakur mandal, Mahabubnagar District presently residing 
at KDR Nagar, Wanaparthy town proper. 
          ..Petitioners. 
And 
1.Telugu Ramulu @T.Ramanna S/o Pedda Thimmanna aged major Occ: Driver of Auto 
bearing No.AP22 U0348, R/o Jurala village of Atmakur mandal, Mahabubnagar District. 
 
2.J.Narsimulu S/o J.Kistanna aged not known but major owner of the Auto bearing 
No.AP22 U0348, R/o 23, Jurala village of Atmakur mandal, Mahabubnagar District. 
 
3.Bajaj Allianz General Insurance Company Limited represented by its Branch Manager 
D.No.1-4-128 &129, IInd floor, Kaladi complex, new town Mahabubnagar.500901. 
Policy No.OG-10-1826-1803-00000344, valid from 4.6.2009 to 3.6.2010). 
 
          ..Respondents. 
 
 Claim:Claim petition for compensation under section 166 of M.V.Act, 1988 for  
  compensation of Rs.10,00,000/- for the death of deceased late Narsimulu 
  who died in a motor vehicle accident. 
      *** 
 This OP coming before me for final hearing on 19.5.2020 through skype,VC         
Sri M.Vishnuvardhan Reddy, Advocate representing for the petitioners and the 
respondents No.1 and 2  remained exparte and of Sri B.Chandrashekar Rao, Advocate 
representing for the respondent No.3 and upon perusing the material papers on record 
and having stood over for consideration till this day, this court passed the following: 
      O R D E R  
 
 The petitioners who are the dependents of the deceased Narsimulu preferred this 

petition against the respondents for compensation @Rs.10.Lakhs.  The petitioners 

would contend in the petition that on 29.8.2009 the deceased Narsimulu along with his 
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wife and son were proceeding in an auto bearing No.AP22 U 0348 from Atmakur 

towards Jurala village, on the way at about 13.00hours when the said auto was 

proceeding in the limits of Jurala village, the driver of auto/respondent No.1 drove it in 

high speed, rash and negligent manner, due to which the deceased fell down on the 

road from the auto and sustained fracture injuries and succumbed to injuries on 

5.9.2009 at Government hospital, Kurnool. On  complaint lodged by Jangam Masamma 

petitioner No.2 herein, the police Atmakur registered a case in Cr.No.111/2009 U/S.304-

A IPC against driver  of crime vehicle.  It is further case of the petitioners  that at the 

time of accident the deceased was hale and healthy and age d 45 years and he was 

doing labour work by profession and used to earn Rs.200/- per day ;and contributing 

his earnings to his family and that due to sudden death of deceased the petitioners lost 

love and affection of  deceased and that the petitioners sustained mental agony and 

monetary loss and due to accident they lost their earning member who is look after 

them very well. The respondent No.1 is the driver, respondent No.2 is owner of the auto 

bearing No.AP22 U-0348 and the same was insured with the respondent No.3, that the 

policy was also in force at the time of accident.  As such the respondents are jointly and 

severally liable for the payment of compensation. Under these circumstances the 

petitioners claimed Rs.10.Lakhs as compensation from the respondents. 

2. On the other hand the respondent No.1 and 2 remained exparte.  The 

respondent No.3 filed counter  denying the averments mentioned in the petition by 

contending that  the death of the deceased was purely a natural death and that the 

petitioners colluded with the other respondents and filed the present case to get 

unlawful gain from the respondent No.3 and that the deceased was admitted 

unconscious due to over consumption of alcohol and fall on the ground on29.8.2009 

and he was discharged from the hospital on the same day after attaining conscious with 

high consent risk by his brother Ramulu and that there was no continuous treatment 

and that the petitioners failed to file scrap of paper establishing the death of deceased 

was due to alleged road traffic accident.  The respondent No.3 is not liable to pay 

compensation and prayed to dismiss this petition. 
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4. Based on the above said pleadings, this court has settled the following issues for 

consideration: 

 1.Whether the driver of the Auto Rickshaw bearing No.AP22 U-0348 had no valid 
driving license as on the date of accident and therefore, the respondents are not liable 
to pay any compensation to the petitioners. 
 
 2.Whether the said Auto Rickshaw had no valid permit to run the same as on the 
date of the accident and therefore the respondents are not liable to pay any 
compensation to the petitioners? 
  
 3.Whether the petitioners are entitled to compensation against the respondents 
as prayed for? 
 
 4.If so, to what relief? 
 
5.  The first petitioner got examined herself as Pw1 and  the second 

petitioner got examined herself as Pw2 and Exs.A1 to A9 documents are got marked on 

behalf of petitioners. On behalf of respondent  No.3  the  Senior Executive legal of 

insurance company is got examined as RW1 and  also examined the Superintendent 

Area hospital, Wanaparthy as RW2 and Exs.B1 to B5 documents marked on behalf of 

respondent No3. 

6. On 29.10.2019 an additional issue is framed: 

 1.Whether the deceased Narsimulu not died due to accident? 

7. Heard the learned advocates for both the parties. 

8.  Issue No.1 and 2 and Additional issue:  

On perusal of the records Pws1 is the first wife and Pw2 is the second wife of deceased 

Narsimulu.  The petitioners No.3 to 6 are children of deceased Narsimulu.  As per the 

evidence of Pw1 and Pw2 on 29.8.2009 the deceased Narsimlu along with Pw2 were 

proceeding in the auto bearing No.APU-0348 from Atmakur towards Jurala village.  The 

said auto was driven by the respondent No.1 and the said auto owned by respondent 

N0.2  The said auto insured with the respondent No.3.  The first respondent drove the 

auto in a rash and negligent manner and with high speed, due to which the deceased 

fell down on the road from the auto and sustained fracture injuries and was died on 

5.9.2009 at Government hospital, Kurnool.  Basing on the complaint of Pw2 a case  in 

Cr.No.111 of 2009 U/S.304-A IPC registered against the respondent No.1.  To that effect 
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Ex.A1 certified copy of the FIR got marked.  Pw1 got marked EXs.A1 to A9.  Exa.A2 is 

inquest report, Ex.A3 is the certified copy of postmortem report, Ex.A4 is the Motor 

vehicle Inspectors report, Ex.A5 is the certified copy of charge sheet.  Ex.A6 is the copy 

of registration certificate of crime vehicle, Ex.A7 is the copy of driving license, EX.A8 is 

the insurance policy of the auto and Ex.A9 is the election identity card of deceased 

Narsimulu.   

9. On behalf of third respondent its Senior Executive Legal got examined as RW1.  

As per his evidence the death of the deceased was not at all due to road traffic 

accident.  Rw1 got marked EXs.B1 toB5.  Ex.B1 is the insurance policy.  RW1 relied on 

Ex.B2 which is the Xerox copy of the case record relating to register No.12998 of the 

deceased along with letter dated 20.11.2009 addressed by Dr.U.Meenakshamma, 

Medical Superintendent, Area hospital, Wanaparthy to SriV.Lingamaiah, Advocate.  On 

perusal of Ex.B2 letter addressed by Dr.U&.Meenakshamma to the advocate by name 

V.Lingamaiah.  On perusal of the said letter she states that patient  attender’s gave 

history of the patient that he has taken alcohol on 29.8.2009 morning and he has not 

taken food and the patient has fallen down at 4-00P.M on 29.8.2009 and became 

unconscious and brought to the hospital at 8.00A.M on 30.8.2009.  On perusal of the 

case record the diagnosis provisional got mentioned as unconsciousness for evaluation.  

The original case record is not filed and the Xerox copy is filed.  On perusal of the said 

Xerox copy there are over writings with regard to the registration number as well as 

date of discharge.  But the diagnosis column it appears to the necked eye that it is 

subsequently added the words as “alcoholic intoxication hyposy cosmic”.  The 

respondent not got examined the author of the case record.  The hand writing and 

thickness of the ink is different from the rest.  The Superintendent Area hospital, 

Wanaparthy got examined as RW2 and deposed that the then duty doctor made an 

enquiry and found that the patient i.e. Narsimulu admitted in the hospital on 30.8.2009 

at 8.00A.M when he was consumed excessive alcohol without taking food and 

underwent unconscious and the then medical officer provided treatment and on enquiry 

Narsimulu was fell down on the ground on 29.8.2009 and without their consent the said 
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Narsimulu left from the hospital.  RW2 admitted that original Ex.B2 case record not 

found in their hospital.  No external injuries found on Narsimulu and there may be 

internal injuries on the patient and the then duty doctor endorsed on Ex.B2 that the 

patient has to undergone C.T.scan, RBS (Random blood sugar)Serum cretin.  RW2  

admitted that due to shock the BP may be fluctuated. RW1 mainly relied on Ex.B2 that 

Narsimulu was not died due to road traffic accident, but he was died due to 

consumption of alcohol without taking food.  Except Ex.B2 letter addressed by the 

medical officer to the advocate there is no medical examination that the death of 

Narsimulu was caused due to alcohol and was fallen.  

10.  Per contra the petitioners are relied on Ex.A2 and Ex.A3.  ON perusal of Ex.A2 

which is certified copy of inquest report which clearly shows that Narsimulu was died 

due to road accident.  Ex.A3 which is certified copy of Postmortem examination report, 

clearly shows that there are five injuries found on the deceased i.e.1)Pressure abrasion  

of 2X2 cms noted over middle and medial border of right shoulder blade 2)Pressure 

abrasion of 4X3 cms noted over middle of back of left trunk 3)Reflection  of scalp shows 

contusion and sub-galeal hematoma of inferior occipital part of scalp, below to occipital 

protruberance, extending onto nape of the neck, of size 11X7 cms, 4)Sub dural 

haematoma noted, partly clotted, noted all over the brain about 100 cc associated with 

diffuse sub arachnoids haemorrhage.  CSF is blood stained, 5) Cut section of brain 

shows blood clots of about 20 gms in the mid brain and the cause of death is noted due 

to intra cranial haemorrhage due to head injury.  Even on perusal of Ex.A4 certified 

copy of Motor Vehicle Inspector’s report clearly shows that the crime vehicle was  

involved in road traffic accident and the accident was happened due to rash and 

negligent driving.  In case the deceased was died due to excessive consumption of 

alcohol  by not taking food, they have to examine the medical officer who issued Ex.A3 

postmortem report.  Exs.A1 to A4 are not disputed.  The investigating officer laid the 

charge sheet against the respondent No.1.  The certified copy of charge sheet got 

marked as Ex.A5.  Even on perusal of Ex.a5 the deceased was died in a road traffic 

accident.  RW2 in the cross examination admitted that the then duty doctor not noted 
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the percentage of alcohol in the body of the patient.  

11.   On perusal of the evidence of Pw1 and  Pw2 coupled with Exs.A1 to A5 

clearly shows and proves that Narsimulu was died in a road traffic accident.  The 

respondent No.1 is driver of the crime vehicle i.e. Auto bearing no.AP22 U-0348 and it 

is owned by the respondent No.2.  RW1 admitted that at the time of accident the  crime 

vehicle insured with their insurance company and the insurance policy is in force.  Pw1 

got marked Ex.A7 driving license of the respondent No.1.  On perusal of Ex.A7 it is the 

copy of the driving license and respondent No.1 hold valid driving license and the said 

driving license is in force as on the date of the accident.  The petitioners got marked 

EX.A6 which is copy of registration certificate of the crime vehicle  On perusal of it the 

respondent No.2 is the owner of the crime vehicle.  The respondent No.3 took a plea 

that the crime auto rickshaw had no valid permit to run the auto as on the date of 

accident.  The burden of proof lies on the respondent No.3 to prove that the said crime 

vehicle has no valid permit.  But in this case they have not examined any persons or 

authority to prove that the crime auto has no valid permit to run the same on the date 

of accident.  As seen from the evidence on record the deceased Narsimulu died due to 

road accident and at the time of accident the crime vehicle insured with the respondent 

No.3 and the insurance policy was in force as on the date of accident.  Hence issues 1 

and 2 and the additional issue are answered against the respondent No.3. 

12. Issue No.3: 

As seen from the evidence and the reasons noted in the issue No.1 and 2 and additional 

issue, the deceased Narsimulu is the husband of petitioner No.1 and 2 and father of 

petitioners 3 to 6 was died in a road traffic accident due to fallen from the auto driven 

by the respondent NO.1 in a rash and negligent manner.  At the time of accident the 

crime vehicle insured with the respondent  No.3 and the insurance policy is in force at 

the time of accident.  Hence the petitioners are entitled to the compensation from the 

respondents. 

13. In order to determine the compensation the age and occupation of the deceased 

Narsimulu is to be looked into.  As per the evidence of Pw1 at the time of accident the 
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age of the deceased Narsimulu was 45 years and doing labour work by profession and 

earning Rs.300/- per day.  During the cross examination Pw1 admitted that at her 

instance the age of deceased husband got mentioned in Ex.A3 postmortem report.  Pw1 

denied a suggestion that only for the purpose of the petition she got mentioned the age 

of her husband as 45 in Ex.A3. In order to prove the age of her husband the petitioner 

got marked Ex.A9 which is the election identity card of deceased Narsimulu.  On perusal 

of it the date of birth of her husband got mentioned as 1-1-1995.  The genuinity of 

Ex.A9 Election identity card is not disputed by the respondents.  On perusal of Ex.A9 

election identity card issued on 30.1.1996.  As per Ex.A9 the age of the deceased was 

26 years as on 1.1.1995.  The date of accident is 29.8.2009.  Approximately the age of 

the deceased at the time of accident is 40 years old.    As per the evidence of Pw1 her 

husband is labour by profession and earning Rs.300/- per day.  No evidence is adduced 

with regard to the income of the deceased.  However this court is taken into the 

notional income of Rs.150/- per day and notional income  of the deceased taken into 

consideration @Rs.4,500/- per month.  Hence the personal and living expenses of the 

deceased is taken 1/4th.  The relevant multiplicand is 15.   The compensation awarded 

as under:  

1.Income Rs.4,500-00 

2.Decuction towards personal and living 
expenses 

1/4th    

3.Total income Rs.4500-1125=3375-00 

4.Multiplier  15 

5.Loss of future income Rs.3375X12X15=6,07,500-00 

6.Loss of consortium                        Rs.40,000-00 

7.Loss of estate                        Rs.15,000-00 

8.Funeral expenses                         Rs.15,000-00 

9.Total amount of compensation is of                         Rs.6,77,500-00 

  

 Total amount of compensation is of Rs.6,77,500-00 is payable by all the 

respondents. 

14. Issue NO.4:- To  what relief? 

 In the result the petition is allowed for a sum of Rs.6,77,500/-with interest 
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@7.5% per annum from the date of petition till the date of payment payable by  the 

respondents jointly and severally within one month from the date of this award, failing 

to do so all the respondents shall pay the said amount with interest @12% per annum.  

The petitioners shall pay court fee on the awarded compensation amount of 

Rs.6,77,500/- within one month from today, failing to do so, the award shall not be 

executed. 

 Out of the said amount of Rs.6,77,500-00 the first petitioner is entitled to 

Rs.1,00,000/-(Rupees One Lakh), second petitioner is entitled to Rs.1,00,000/-(Rupees 

One lakh),  third  petitioner is entitled to Rs.1,00,000/-(Rupees One Lakh), fourth 

petitioner is entitled to Rs.1,00,000/-(Rupees one Lakh), fifth petitioner is entitled to 

Rs.1,50,000/-(Rupees One Lakh fifty thousand) and sixth petitioner is entitled to 

Rs.1,27,500/-(Rupees one lakh twenty seven thousand and five hundred). Petitioners 

No.1 to 4 are permitted to withdraw their share of amount at any time as they wish.  

The compensation amount of petitioners No. 5 and 6 shall be kept in a fixed deposit in 

any Nationalized Bank till they attain majority.  The first petitioner is permitted to with 

draw the interest from the compensation amount of petitioner No.5 on every six months 

once and second petitioner is permitted to with draw the interest from the 

compensation amount of petitioner No.6 on every six months once.  Advocate fee is 

fixed at Rs.10,000-00. 

 Dictated to the Stenographer Grade-I, transcribed and typed by her, corrected 
and pronounced by me in the open court on this the  1st day of June, 2020. 
 
 
           M.A.C.T-Cum-IX.Addl.District Judge, 
        Wanaparthy. 
     Appendix of evidence 
     Witnesses examined for 
Petitioners:       Respondent No.1&2:Exparte 
PW1 Jangam Padmamma      
PW2Jangam Masamma     Respondent no.3: 
        Rw1Y.V.M.Saran Kumar 
        Rw2 K.Harish Sagar 
    
         
     Exhibits marked for 
Petitioners: 
Ex.A1 is  Certified copy of FIR, 
Ex.A2 is Copy of inquest 
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ExA3 is Certified copy of postmortem report 
Ex.A4 is Certified copy of Motor vehicle inspector report 
Ex.A5 is Certified copy of charge sheet 
Ex.A6 is Copy of registration certificate of crime vehicle 
Ex.A7 is Copy of driving license 
Ex.A8 is copy of insurance policy of crime vehicle 
Ex.A9 is Election identity card of deceased Narsimulu 
Respondent No.3: 
Ex.B1 is copy of insurance policy 
Ex.B2 is case record with regard to register No.12998 of the patient byname Narsimha 
S/oDubbanna along with reply letter dt.20.11.2009 addressed by Dr.U.Meenakshamma 
Superintendent Area hospital, Wanaparthy to Sri V.Lingamaiah, Advocate 
Ex.B3 is office copy of notice issued to Superintendent of police, Mahabubnagar with 
postal receipt dt.28.6.2010. 
Ex.B4 is postal acknowledgement card related to Ex.B3 
Ex.B5 is certified copy of order dt.24.2.2011 in MVOP 472/2009 on the file of III 
Addl.District Judge, Gadwal. 
 
       M.A.C.T-Cum-IX.Addl.District Judge, 
                   Wanaparthy. 
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